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  We are delighted to offer our excellent classes both LIVE at our East Vancouver location, and also ONLINE via zoom!































    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  Give the gift of our wonderful, comprehensive prenatal classes to expectant parents on your gift list with our new gift cards! Pick from a variety of denominations to be used toward any of our courses and seminars! Recipients can choose the class they prefer and can take them live in person at our East Vancouver location or from the comfort of their home via Zoom regardless of where they live!
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  Are you looking for the best prenatal classes in Vancouver, BC? Now offered in-person and on Zoom!






























  
    Learn More
  








    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  Enrich. Inform. Empower.      
Our classes are extremely informative, offer great value, and are really fun to take. Clients report that they look forward to each class, and talk about the content for hours afterwards.      




























 





  
We offer outstanding Prenatal Classes that will enrich, inform and empower you. Our classes cover all the basic information about labour and birth, but also include strategies for pain management, choices, decision-making during labour, coping techniques, and medical options, as well as breast feeding, baby care, and postpartum reality.
Based locally in Vancouver, BC, Childbearing Prenatal Classes™ have been recommended by midwives and physicians since 1973. We encourage family centred maternity care. We are an autonomous, proudly Canadian, registered non-profit society, community based and collectively run. We are pleased to offer a superior alternative to standard prenatal education.
Our classes are offered at our East Vancouver location: 3569 Commercial Street, or online in real time, via zoom. Check our class dates to select your preference.
  



































    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  
    View class offerings and register
  







  We provide comprehensive community based childbirth prenatal classes and a wide range of support services to expectant mothers and their families. Our live classes are in Vancouver, BC; our online classes can be taken from anywhere.
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  “I just wanted to say thanks so much for offering fantastic prenatal classes. I’m a midwife in Vancouver and all of the moms who have taken your class leave feeling so confident and reassured. So much so that some moms have even chosen to have a home birth after taking the class. Thank you again for making an impact!”
— Natalie Amram
Registered Midwife































    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      




















  
  





  
    
      
      Sign up to be the first to know about our events, new classes, and to gain access to our newsletter.
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  Childbearing Society
We acknowledge that Childbearing Society operates on the traditional and unceded territories of the mi ce:p kʷətxʷiləm (Tsleil-Waututh), Skwxwú7mesh Úxwumixw (Squamish), and xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam) Nations.
Resources    FAQ    Apprenticeship Program    Student Handbook   Covid-19 Update
registration@childbearing.org
(604) 878-1031
3569 Commercial St, Vancouver, BC V5N 4E8
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